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properties reveal significant differences in the overall distribution of power and astigmatism across lens
designs—indicating the possibility that some designs are better suited for specific patients depending on their
unique visual needs. Although it is unclear whether a description of the optical properties of a lens is sufficient
in determining wearer preference, understanding the optics is a potentially useful starting point when
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Abstract: 
 
Over the past few decades, progressive addition lenses (PALs) have emerged 
as an effective correction strategy for presbyopic patients.  PALs offer a 
cosmetic and optical advantage to traditional mulitifocals, but they have 
optical drawbacks inherent to their design—namely, unwanted astigmatism 
mostly in the inferior periphery associated with the gradual steepening of the 
lens.  Advancements in manufacturing technology and unique design 
approaches have reduced the magnitude of unwanted astigmatism, its 
negative impact on the visual system, and offered an array of design choices 
in the marketplace.  Researchers have assessed PALs using several different 
approaches: psychophysical measures, clinical trials, satisfaction surveys, 
wavefront measurements, and lens power measurements (astigmatism and 
mean power). Assessments of PAL optical properties reveal significant 
differences in the overall distribution of power and astigmatism across lens 
designs—indicating the possibility that some designs are better suited for 
specific patients depending on their unique visual needs.  Although it is 
unclear whether a description of the optical properties of a lens is sufficient in 
determining wearer preference, understanding the optics is a potentially 
useful starting point when prescribing them to patients.  The focus of this 
research is to measure and classify PALs based on their individual design 
characteristics.   
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Introduction: 
 
 
Background: 
Developing the optimal spectacle correction strategy for presbyopia 
has been an issue for the aging population.  One approach is the lined bifocal 
lens.  This lens offers two zones of vision separated by a segment line—
allowing the wearer to adjust fixation between distinct near and distance 
viewing portions of the lens.  A significant disadvantage to this design is the 
visually unusable band of blur at the junction between the two viewing 
zones.  Each zone has different prismatic and magnification properties—
causing an optical effect known as image jump as the line of sight passes 
over the discontinuity at the segment line.  Image jump appears as an 
abrupt change in image size and location.  When gazing through the segment 
line of a bifocal, the pupil is receiving powers from the distance and near lens 
portions; therefore, two images are seen simultaneously.  Another 
disadvantage associated with bifocals is the inability to provide focus on mid-
range objects; this problem has been addressed using a trifocal design—
containing three viewing distances (far, intermediate, and near).  Although 
the trifocal solves the problem of clear intermediate vision, the additional 
viewing zone compounds the problem of image jump at segment lines, and 
introduces 2 lines of unusable vision.  In addition, it can decrease the usable 
near vision zone size, depending on the segment type. 
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Progressive addition lenses (PALs), on the other hand, provide a 
gradual increase of power as the line of sight is depressed from the distance 
power in the top of the lens towards the near power in the inferior portion of 
the lens.  By gradually steepening the curvature, PALs generate enough 
addition power to compensate for loss of accommodation and create a 
multifocal without any segment lines.  When compared to bifocals and 
trifocals, PALs offer a cosmetic advantage by removing the noticeable line 
between segments, as well as a visual advantage by offering a continuous 
range of focus along the corridor between the distance and near portions of 
the lens.  In a clinical trial, 265 lined multifocal wearers were prescribed a 
new PAL and then interviewed to compare lens types and patient preference 
between their new and previous lens modalities.  The PALs were preferred by 
92 percent of the patients—demonstrating an inclination for lined multifocal 
wearers to switch to a PAL design.1 Another study has likewise shown high 
patient preference.3 Such high preference scores have encouraged clinicians 
and lens manufacturers to utilize progressive lenses as a common and 
recommended correction strategy for presbyopia—leading to advancements 
in design and manufacturing technologies.  
PALs blend the transition between the distance and near zones to 
provide addition power without any segment lines or ledges.  Blending is 
achieved by incorporating plus-cylinder at an oblique axis to join sections of 
two surfaces with different curvatures in the lateral regions of the lens 
surface.  PALs are characterized by having a vertex line, also called the 
umbilic, along which spherical add power increases toward the bottom of the 
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lens.  Surrounding the vertex line are increasing amounts of unwanted 
astigmatism.  The corridor is the area between the vertex line and a specified 
amount of astigmatic error; this error limit is generally selected to limit the 
perceived blur associated with viewing through the astigmatic region—
therefore the corridor is the area on the PAL that provides clear vision at 
varying distances.  General purpose PALs provide three defined viewing 
zones: a stable distance viewing zone, a stable near viewing zone, and a 
progressively changing intermediate viewing zone connecting the other two 
zones (figure#1).  Traditionally, PALs are mass produced by lens 
manufacturers as semi-finished lens blanks with the PAL optics on the front 
surface.  Based on the patient’s prescription, the laboratory will select a 
semi-finished lens blank with the appropriate base curve, and then cut a 
back surface curve to achieve the desired Rx. 
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Figure# 1: 
 
Figure #1: A stylized representation of the optical characteristics of a PAL.  The 
contours in the blending region indicate increasing magnitude of unwanted 
astigmatism. 
 
PAL Design Challenges: 
Eliminating the segment line between near and distant zones on PALs 
comes at a cost.  Various amounts of obliquely oriented cylinder occur in the 
lateral portions of the lens in order to achieve blending between the 
surfaces.4 Along the umbilic, the curvatures at any given point are roughly 
equal in all meridians; in other words, any location along the umbilic is 
essentially spherical.  Moving perpendicular from the umbilic in either 
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direction, the cylindrical power in the blending region induces unequal 
changes in the curvatures of principal meridians—resulting in surface 
astigmatism.  This surface astigmatism increases towards the lens periphery.  
When viewing through the astigmatic region of the PAL, significant blur is 
perceived.   Contributing to the perception of blur, unwanted cylindrical 
power produces changes in the spectacle magnification (oriented similar to 
the cylinder) causing distortion.  Distortion is a form of optical aberration; it 
is a deviation from a rectangular projection, a projection in which straight 
lines in a scene remain straight in an image.  Single vision ophthalmic lenses 
induce radially symmetric distortions as image magnification changes with 
distance from the optical axis.  Minus powered lenses produce barrel 
distortion as image magnification decreases moving away from the optical 
axis (Figure #2).  Plus powered lenses produce pincushion distortion as a 
result of an increase in magnification (Figure #2).  Distortions from PALs are 
different from single vision lenses.  Due to the nature of the magnification 
changes in the astigmatic region, PALs induce radially asymmetric 
distortions.  The impact of asymmetric distortions on visual function is 
unknown, but these peripheral distortions from PALs contribute to the 
perception of blur, and are a source of visual discomfort. 
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Figure#2:
 
Figure #2:  Examples of radial distortion.  Barrel distortion is a result of image 
magnification decreasing with distance away from the optical axis.  Pincushion 
distortion is a result of image magnification increasing with distance away from the 
optical axis. 
 
Applying the concepts of the Minkwitz theorem to a PAL surface 
explains the unwanted cylindrical power as it relates to the addition of power 
along the lens corridor.  The Minkwitz theorem states that perpendicular to 
the vertex line the surface astigmatism changes twice as quickly as the rate 
of change of the power along the vertex line.5 This theorem is based on the 
surface astigmatism of a fixed symmetrical aspheric surface with a steady 
change in curvature along the vertex line.  PAL designs demonstrate 
variability in corridor angle and width; they are not bilaterally symmetrical. 
The Minkwitz theorem was tested as it applies to the surface of a progressive 
lens.6 Along certain areas of the progressive corridor, deviations from the 
Minkwitz theorem were measured—varying across different progressive 
designs.  On a global level, the over- and underestimations of astigmatism 
tended to cancel out along the corridor.  This indicates that the astigmatism 
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from the steepening of the lens can be somewhat redistributed, but not 
reduced.  Based on these constraints, lens designers are faced with the 
challenge of reducing unwanted astigmatism to its mathematical limits, then 
distributing it to create minimal interference with the viewing zones.   
The first patent for PALs was submitted in 1907 by Owen Aves,28 but 
such lenses were not introduced into the US and European markets until the 
mid 1960’s.29 Since their introduction, many different designs have been 
developed—utilizing advancements in laboratory equipment and a better 
understanding of surface optics.  One of the more challenging issues for lens 
designers has been optimizing the design and position of the near zone inset.  
Until 1974, PAL designs were classified as conventional symmetrical (Figure 
#3).  The same corridor pattern was used for both right and left eyes simply 
by rotating each lens nasally to achieve the near zone inset.4 Although 
reducing the number of stock lens blanks was highly beneficial to optical 
laboratories and lens manufacturers, this design creates binocular optical 
problems for the PAL wearer.  As identical lenses are rotated in opposite 
directions differences in the nasal and temporal optics are manifested—
thereby creating different amounts of blur and prismatic displacement for 
each eye, and limiting the binocular field of view.  In response to this issue, 
conventional asymmetric designs were developed (Figure #3).  Conventional 
asymmetric designs enlarge the binocular field by constraining the nasal 
astigmatism below a specified horizontal axis.8 The final product is a lens 
with greater concentrations of unwanted astigmatism in the inferior nasal 
lens portion compared to the inferior temporal lens portion.  Although the 
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binocular field of view is wider in conventional asymmetric lenses compared 
to conventional symmetric lenses, significant differences in concentration of 
astigmatism between the right and left lenses can also disrupt binocular 
fusion.  For example, when the wearer gazes to the right with conventional 
asymmetric PALs, the left eye is viewing through heavily concentrated 
unwanted cylinder power in the nasal periphery, while the right eye is 
viewing through a lesser concentration of cylinder power in the temporal 
periphery; the varying amounts of blur perceived in each eye can negatively 
affect the ability to fuse images.  In the late 1980’s, the introduction of high 
speed computing and numerically controlled cutting and polishing has given 
manufacturers the freedom to design complex surfaces—essentially removing 
some technological constraints. Using these advancements, horizontally 
symmetric designs were developed (Figure #3).  These designs attempt to 
reduce stereoscopic disruption by carefully creating right and left lenses that 
contain equal amounts of power and unwanted astigmatism at corresponding 
spots relative to the line of sight.9 In addition, horizontally symmetric designs 
computationally account for different combinations of base curve and 
addition power to determine the location of the near zone inset.4 
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Figure #3:  
 
Figure #3:  from left to right, this shows how PAL designs have changed to improve 
binocularity.4 
 
Characterization of PALs: 
Contour plots are a traditional method of representing varying levels of 
an optical parameter along the PAL surface.  The two most commonly plotted 
parameters on a contour plot are astigmatism and addition power (Figure 
#3b).  Astigmatism contour plots indicate the regions of cylinder power, and 
provide a good visual representation of the corridor.  In 1987, the contour 
plots of several popular PAL designs were measured and reported in a 
standardized format to make comparisons across designs and inform 
practitioners how specific designs might better suit their patients needs.7 The 
following four important distinguishing optical characteristics of PALs were 
also identified:  (1) the size and location of the areas that carry the distance 
and near corrections, (2) the width and length of the PAL corridor, (3) the 
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rate of power change in the corridor, and (4) the location, magnitude, and 
axis of unwanted spherical and cylindrical refractive powers. 
In follow-up studies, Sheedy et al. recognized that each PAL design 
has a relatively unique astigmatism contour plot, and thus each provides 
different areas of usable vision. 10, 11 These follow-up studies quantified the 
widths and areas of usable vision for several PAL designs. 
Figure #3b:  
 
Figure #3b: traditional examples of contour plots.  Contours are labeled in Diopters 
(D).4 
 
 
Sheedy et al. investigated the relationships between important optical 
parameters of PALs12 and concluded that PALs have design tradeoffs.  
Considering the distribution of astigmatism on a PAL surface described in the 
Minkwitz analysis5 this result is to be expected.  Each of the three viewing 
zones (distance, intermediate, and near) had a significant negative 
correlation with the other.  For example, a design with a large distance zone 
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will have relatively smaller intermediate and near zones.  The relationships 
described in this study explain the variations observed in PAL measurements. 
PALs have undergone design advancements since their introduction, 
but design differences remain with respect to distribution of unwanted 
astigmatism as well as other characteristics.  Some designs have a rate of 
power change that results in a longer corridor—thereby reducing the 
gradation of blur and astigmatism in the periphery, and reducing the overall 
magnitude of unwanted cylinder in the lens.  These lenses are classically 
referred to as “soft” designs.  “Hard” designs, on the other hand, have a 
greater power rate change along a shorter corridor length—resulting in a 
higher concentration of unwanted cylinder in the periphery.  These designs 
provide larger zones for near and distance vision, but have highly 
concentrated amounts of astigmatism in the periphery.  “Hard” and “soft” are 
extreme design concepts and most lenses today are designed somewhere 
between these 2 extremes.  Lens designers are faced with the challenge of 
finding a compromise between hard and soft distributions of power across 
the lens. 
 
Modern Manufacturing—Free-form and Individualized 
Lenses: 
Currently, the most commonly used PAL designs have been designed 
with the goal of obtaining optimal balance for the average presbyope.  
Recently, however, the ophthalmic industry has begun utilizing free-form 
technology which has enabled customized PAL designs that can optimize the 
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optical design based upon individual patient characteristics, presumably 
improving vision.  Free-form technology is a manufacturing platform which 
provides laboratories with the means to produce complex surfaces such as 
aspheric, atoric and even progressive addition—thereby eliminating the need 
to stock large varieties of semi-finished lens blanks, and also removing the 
vision compromises created by the bin-like nature of base curves.13   
Conventionally, all lenses, including PALs, are manufactured using a 
series of pre-specified base curves on the front surface—each curve selected 
for a range of distance lens powers.  A toric surface, appropriate to the 
patient prescription, is then ground onto the back of the lens by the 
laboratory.  Under this system, the optical performance is optimal at one 
specific power in the middle of the intended power range for each base 
curve, but vision is compromised as the prescription deviates from this 
middle power. According to the Tscherning ellipse, each prescription requires 
a unique base curve to minimize peripheral aberrations: power error and 
radial astigmatism.14 Conventional progressives use base curves that 
minimize the peripheral aberrations from spherical corrective powers but 
cannot minimize the aberrations in both meridians of a sphero-cylindrical 
refraction.13 Free-from generators use computer-controlled cutting 
techniques, which allow the laboratory to achieve the appropriate aspheric or 
toric surface to reduce power error and radial astigmatism for spherical and 
sphero-cylindrical refractions.   
Distinctions can be made between the various individualized PAL 
designs that utilize free-form manufacturing technology.  These designs vary 
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in the optical characteristics that are included in the individualization criteria.  
The most basic free-form individualized designs incorporate the wearers’ 
specific prescription requirements to ideally match the curves of the lens to 
the prescription. These basic designs use standard values for fitting 
parameters, such as vertex distance and lens tilt angle, when calculating the 
optics of the surface.13 Other individualized PALs utilize the patient’s 
prescription in the lens design process, but also incorporate patient-specific 
parameters to calculate the surface curvatures. According to advertising 
handouts and company websites, there are various claimed approaches 
regarding individually designed progressive lenses.31, 32, 33 Many parameters 
are considered for individualized design calculations: vertex distance, 
pantoscopic tilt, face-form wrap, preferred reading distance, frame style, 
lifestyle/preference, habitual head/eye movements and posture. 
Several currently available individualized designs incorporate 
measurements of the fitting geometry (vertex distance, tilt, wrap, fitting 
height, etc.).  Considering frame choice and the specific anatomy of the 
patient, these values can vary considerably.  Precise measurements of these 
parameters are useful when calculating the progressive surface; although, 
these parameters are not typically reported to the laboratories for most 
orders, and many of the inexpensive measuring tools have not been 
validated and are likely subject to measurement errors.  For this reason, 
individualized progressives have inspired the advent of sophisticated tools for 
measuring fitting geometries.  Generally, these tools have not been adopted 
by optical practices in the US who continue to rely on traditional fitting 
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measurement techniques.  Most likely, patients who stand to benefit most 
from individualization of fitting measurements are those who (1) have 
specific anatomical features which largely deviate from the mean (for 
example, a larger than average PD), (2) have a very strong Rx and will be 
sensitive to peripheral aberrations from base curve inaccuracies, or (3) select 
minimalist frames. 
Fitting the progressive optics into frames with smaller lens sizes and 
shorter fitting heights has proved to be a challenge for PAL designers.13 Small 
frames require a shorter corridor length—compressing the optics into a 
smaller area, and increasing the concentration of unwanted peripheral 
astigmatism.   Some individualized PALs use measurements of specific frame 
dimensions (ex. fitting height, frame size) to optimally alter the corridor 
length while maintaining optical performance in other portions of the lens. 
The optimal PAL design may vary from patient to patient based on the 
physiological interaction between the wearer and the viewing environment.  
This concept has been incorporated into some modern individualized designs.  
Certain individuals naturally move their heads more than their eyes as they 
change their gaze angle.  These patients may be susceptible to large 
amounts of image swim and skew distortion as they swivel their heads.  A 
“softer” PAL design may better suit their needs by minimizing the gradient of 
unwanted power and astigmatism in the periphery, and reducing the effects 
of image swim.  Other individuals have a tendency to move their eyes to a 
greater degree than their heads.  In this case, image swim will be less of an 
issue, and the patient might prefer wider viewing zones at the expense of a 
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higher gradient of unwanted optics in the periphery.  Generally, progressive 
lens wearers tend to increase their head movement relative to eye 
movements due to the lateral restrictions of the corridor width.15 Accounting 
for the patient’s natural head and eye movements in lens designs might 
facilitate a more comfortable adaptation period and a more functional lens for 
new PAL wearer.  Head-tracking devices have been developed for measuring 
the ratio of the angle of head rotation compared to the total angle of gaze 
(called gain).  Using gain values, some individualized lens designers balance 
the geometry of the lens surface to best suit the patient. 
There is an opportunity for individualized PAL designs to address the 
specific viewing needs of the patient.  Based on the patient’s visual 
preference, the balance between the width of the near and distance viewing 
zone areas could be adjusted.  For example, a patient who engages in heavy 
reading tasks and requires spectacles for near vision will most likely prefer a 
larger near viewing zone; whereas, a patient who relies heavily on seeing far 
for driving may prefer a larger distance viewing zone.    
The correlation between visual requirements and PAL design 
preference has been investigated.30 In a large scale study of PAL surface 
optics, significant differences were measured in the viewing zones for 
conventional, general-purpose PAL designs.10, 11 Using these measurements, 
designs were classified as having specifically superior near characteristics or 
superior far characteristics—based on the respective widths and areas of the 
near and far zones.  Previously successful PAL wearers were screened based 
on their visual preference using a lifestyle questionnaire, then issued two 
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pairs of spectacles—one with a better far viewing zone and the other with a 
better near zone.  The patients screened for a far design overwhelmingly 
preferred the PALs with superior far characteristics, however, the patients 
screened for the near design showed more variability.  Lens designs with 
larger near zones tend to have a “harder” design; this is one possible 
explanation of the variability in the near population.  Despite the variation in 
the near group, a statistically significant number of subjects preferred the 
lens design for which they were initially screened—indicating the potential to 
provide better vision care by adjusting for the patient’s specific visual needs.  
With the emergence of newer designs and manufacturing techniques, there is 
a need for clinical trials to understand the relationships. 
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Chart #1: Measurements Incorporated into Individualized PAL Designs  
Chart #1:  Measurements incorporated into individualized PAL designs. This chart lists generic 
individualized PAL design categories and measurements that are incorporated in the design 
process for each design category.  An “x” indicates that the measurement is incorporated.  
“Standard” indicates that a standard value (or assumed average) is used for surface 
calculations.  “None” indicates that the measurement is not incorporated during the lens 
design process. 
 
Wavefront Corrected Progressive Addition Lenses: 
 A current trend in the spectacle lens industry is the correction of 
wavefront aberrations.  Wavefront aberrations are simply another way to 
describe refractive errors—a more thorough characterization. The lower order 
aberrations, those with the greatest impact on the quality of the optical 
system, essentially represent spherical, cylindrical, and prismatic power 
errors.  Higher order aberrations—including coma, spherical aberration, and 
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trefoil—are refractive errors that have a lesser impact on vision, but, if 
corrected, may improve visual acuity and contrast sensitivity.  When a lens is 
specified as wavefront corrected, it is important to differentiate whether it is 
designed to correct the aberrations of the patient’s eye, or to correct the 
aberrations within the lens. In order to correct the higher-order aberrations 
of the eye, one must first measure the eye with an aberrometer and then 
generate a lens surface based on those measurements.  When designing 
wavefront–corrected spectacle lenses, this technique results in an optical 
system that is higher-order corrected when viewed through the ideal center, 
but as the direction of gaze moves away from the central point, lower-order 
aberrations are induced.  It was found that just a few millimeters of 
movement from the ideal line of sight will induce lower-order aberrations 
which are larger than the higher-order aberrations initially corrected.17 The 
sensitivity of wavefront-corrected spectacles to gaze-alignment errors casts 
doubt over their practicality in the marketplace.  
Measuring wavefront aberrations of PALs provides insight regarding 
the possibilities of this technology in PAL designs.  Using a Hartmann-Shack 
wavefront sensor, Villegas and Artal reported small amounts of astigmatism 
and higher-order aberrations (coma and trefoil) in the central corridor of 
PALs (distributed similarly in all designs measured).18  These aberrations are 
similar in magnitude to those found in the typical human eye, and do not 
greatly impact normal vision.  Minimizing the higher-order aberrations in the 
PAL corridor does not necessarily improve vision.  In fact, when coupled with 
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the inherent higher-order aberrations of the eye, these lens aberrations can 
result in improved visual acuity.19 
 
Measurements and Assessments of PALs: 
 Researchers have utilized a variety of approaches to measure the 
performance of PALs.  PALs have been assessed subjectively either by 
psychophysical measurements, or by satisfaction surveys.20 Clinical surveys 
show relatively high acceptance rates, but a small percentage (10-15%) of 
PAL wearers report difficulty adapting.21,22  Researchers cite a number of 
factors which could possibly explain these adaptation difficulties: trouble 
adjusting to a new pattern of eye and head movements, excessive 
astigmatism/lower-order aberrations in the lens periphery, higher-order 
aberrations in the corridor, excessive distortion, and high sensitivity to image 
swim.  Since lens designs and manufacturing techniques continue to 
advance, there is a need for publication of more current clinical surveys.  
Presumably, acceptance rates will report even higher, and there will be less 
adaptation issues with individualized lens designs. 
Objective approaches to measuring PALs include using lensmeters or 
other advanced lens measuring devices (ex. moiré deflectometer) to obtain 
contour plots of the power and astigmatism.11, 23 Contour graphs of power 
and astigmatism are excellent measures of the lens optics, and can be used 
to make comparisons between the optical characteristics of the different 
designs.  The limits to clear and comfortable vision of contour plots have 
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been defined at chosen astigmatic boundaries that range from 0.50 D to 1.00 
D.10, 24 
 Using measurements of mean power and astigmatism, Sheedy et al. 
rated the surface optics of several commercially available PALs.10, 11 The 
intention of this research was to provide practitioners with information to 
match specific lenses to patient needs.  Measurements such as zone areas 
and widths (distance/intermediate/near), suggested fitting heights, and 
overall unwanted astigmatism were reported.  Lens designs were ranked 
based on these measurements.   The variance across lenses was greater 
than 2:1 for most measurements—highlighting the necessity for publication 
of these optical differences.   This research was well-received by clinicians 
but was controversial among manufacturers because it suggested a new 
process for evaluating and selecting PALs, and some manufacturers did not 
embrace direct optical comparisons between product.    
 
Sphero-Cylinder Blur, ‘Dioptric strength’, and the Root Mean 
Square of Power Error (RMSPE): 
A difficulty reporting optical measurements with the conventional 
specification of sphere, cylinder, and axis arises because these parameters 
are not independent.3 An alternative method is the ‘vector’ representation of 
spherocylinderical powers.  In 1994, the idea of ‘Dioptric Strength’ was 
introduced as a measure of the blur induced by sphero-cylindrical lenses.25 
‘Dioptric Strength’ can be defined by the vector length Rx.  It can be 
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calculated using the following formula, where D = power, M = mean power, 
J0 = vertical cylinder component, J45 = oblique cylinder component:27 
 
Equation #1: 
 
D = √((ΔM)2 + (ΔJ0)2 + (ΔJ45)2) 
 
Equation #1 also can be used to calculate the total dioptric difference 
between two prescriptions, or the error induced by an Rx, considering the 
required power and the actual power.2  
 ‘Dioptric Strength’ has been validated as a useful scalar predictor of 
visual acuity.25, 26  One study, analyzing previously-published data from 7000 
military recruits, showed that ‘Dioptric Strength’ was the best predictor of 
visual acuity.25  However, accommodation and pupil size of the subjects was 
not controlled.  A subsequent study confirmed ‘Dioptric Strength’ as an 
effective predictor of visual acuity under controlled testing conditions—after 
dilating the pupils and paralyzing accommodation of the subjects.26  
Root mean square power error (RMSPE), which represents a 
combination of both astigmatic error and mean power error, is another blur 
metric that can be used to predict visual acuity.27  RMSPE is calculated by the 
following equation (where P1 = Sphere power and P2 = Sphere + Cylinder 
power): 
 
 
 25 
Equation #2: 
 
When compared algebraically to ‘Dioptric Strength’, RMSPE is equivalent—
validating its efficacy as a strong predictor of visual acuity: 27 
Equation #3: This shows the equivalence between RMSPE and Dioptric 
Strength (S = sphere power, C = cylinder power, alpha = axis) 
 
 26 
Although traditional contour plots display either sphere or cylinder values, it 
has been suggested that iso-blur plots using RMSPE values would provide a 
more accurate representation of the surface optics as they relate to visual 
performance.13 The current study uses RMSPE to report iso-blur contour 
plots, and to define zone area measurements for purposes of PAL 
categorization. 
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Thesis Statement 
 
 
Innovative design approaches and advancements in manufacturing 
equipment have facilitated the rapid development of progressive addition 
spectacle lenses, leading to many options in the marketplace.  Optical 
measurements demonstrate significant variability across progressive designs.  
Using these measurements, this research develops a method for categorizing 
PALs based on their design strengths—thereby offering practitioners a 
starting point for prescribing lenses to match the specific visual needs of the 
patient. 
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Methods 
 
 
Measuring the Lenses: 
 
This study uses lens measurement files from a previous study, 
Progressive addition lenses—measurements and ratings.11 Lens 
measurements were taken with the Rotlex Class Plus Lens Analyzer, which 
generates plots of sphere and cylinder (pictures 1-2).  In principle, this 
instrument is a moiré deflectometer that uses a laser point source.  Initially, 
diverging light rays from the laser are incident on the lens.  The rays are 
refracted by the lens to form a moiré pattern; this pattern is then used to 
calculate and plot power and cylinder contour maps.  The Class Plus Lens 
Analyzer uses a 0.5 mm measurement grid—each data point containing five 
values: x-location, y-location, sphere power, cylinder power, and axis.  The 
measurement data are exported from the Class Plus program into ASCII 
format for further analysis. 
Picture #1: 
 
Picture #1: The Rotlex Class Plus Analyzer (rotlex.com) 
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Picture #2: 
 
Picture #2: A screenshot from the Rotlex Class Plus program.  This displays the iso-sphere and 
iso-cylinder contour plots from a single lens measurement. 
 
Converting the Data into a Blur Metric Using Root Mean 
Square Power Error (RMSPE): 
 
 Data are converted from sphere and cylinder error into RMSPE.  This 
conversion provides a single metric to define zone areas and widths.  
Previous reports that quantified viewing zone widths and areas have used 
two criteria (sphere and cylinder) to define the zones.10, 11 Compared to 
sphere and cylinder error, recent studies indicate that RMSPE more directly 
relates blur and visual acuity.25, 26, 27 The human eye does not uniquely 
discriminate between refractive errors from sphere and cylinder powers, 
rather it detects blur according to a combination of these refractive errors, as 
well as other higher order refractive errors present in the system.  A 
numerical example (figure 4) illustrates the advantage of a single criterion 
compared to a double criteria.  
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Figure 4: 
Using double criteria: (limit set at 0.25 D sph and 0.50 D cyl) 
 
Data Point # 1:  0.24 D sph  &  0.49 D cyl  Within Measurement Range  
 
Data Point # 2:  0.00 D sph  &  0.51 D cyl  Excluded from Measurement 
 
Using RMSPE: (limit set at 0.50 D RMSPE) 
 
Data Point # 1:  0.54 D RMSPE    Excluded from Measurement 
 
Data Point # 2:  0.36 D RMSPE    Within Measurement Range 
 
Figure #4: The combined sphere and cylinder refractive error at data point #1 will induce 
more blur than at data point #2, however, the double criteria includes it within the 
measurement of the clear vision while excluding data point #2.  The opposite, more 
reasonable, outcome occurs when these data are converted to RMSPE.  
 
RMSPE represents a true error of refraction that includes incoming 
vergence (viewing distance) and the desired add power for that distance.  In 
this study, RMSPE values are calculated according to three viewing 
distances—near, intermediate, and distance.  The distance RMSPE is 
calculated for infinity, while the intermediate and near RMSPE are adjusted to 
viewing distances of 66 cm and 40 cm, respectively.  RMSPE values 
represent deviations (or errors) from the desired distance, intermediate and 
near powers. 
 
Procedure for Data Conversion: 
The lens measurement files used in this study are from a previous 
study.11 The data set includes measurements from 12 lenses (6 OD and 6 
OS) of the same prescribed power for each of 23 different PAL designs (one 
lens has been removed as an outlier).  Lenses were ordered from various 
optical laboratories to avoid batch effects and specified as plano with a +2.00 
D add.  ASCII data files from the Rotlex Class Plus measurements are 
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imported into Excel.   RMSPE blur values are calculated for each lens.  The y-
location values are adjusted so y=0 designates the manufacturer specified 
fitting height.  Far peripheral data points are removed; a circular 
measurement grid with a 47 mm diameter remains for analysis.  Peripheral 
data points are removed because they are more likely to contain unwanted 
errors and because they are not used for foveal vision.  These peripheral 
data are more likely to contain errors because of peripheral errors from the 
measuring device and/or errors induced in the laboratory during the blocking 
process. 
RMSPE is calculated from the Class Plus lens measurement data.  The 
formula for RMSPE calculation is listed: 
 
Where P1 (principal power 1) = Sphere Power and P2 (principal power 2)  = 
Sphere + Cylinder Power.  The calculations are adjusted for three different 
incoming vergences: distance (object at infinity), intermediate (object at 66 
cm), and near (object at 40 cm).  For intermediate calculations, 1.00 D is 
subtracted from P1 and P2, assuming that the +2.00 D add PAL wearer 
maintains roughly 0.50 D of accommodation to achieve focus at 66 cm.  For 
near calculations, 2.00 D is subtracted from P1 and P2.  This is also operating 
under the assumption that 0.50 D of accommodation still remains in order to 
focus at a near point of 40 cm.  No adjustment is necessary for distance 
calculations. 
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Interpolation, Visualization, and Area Calculation of the 
RMSPE Data: 
The Rotlex Class Plus lens measurement data are reported on a 0.50 
mm measurement grid.  For finer lens area measurements at the contours 
the data are interpolated linearly by calculating the averages between 
measured data points.  Dr. Karl Citek developed a program file in Microsoft 
Excel to perform the interpolation of the data set (Pictures 3-6).  This 
program file calculates the averages between measured data points.  The 
resultant data grid has a resolution of 0.125 mm.  The program then 
organizes the RMSPE data in Excel based on the x and y locations—arranging 
the RMSPE values in Excel cells as they correspond to the actual location on 
the lens.  The Excel cells are then conditionally formatted in three different 
color categories.  These categories are adjustable based on RMSPE limits set 
by the user.  For example, all the values less than or equal to 0.25 D RMSPE 
can be set to highlight green,  all the values greater than or equal to 1.75 D 
RMSPE blur can be set to highlight red, and all the values in between will 
appear with a yellow highlight (see pictures #3-6).  The resulting display is a 
useful development tool that enables visual inspection of the data set. 
 Widths and areas of the lens measurement data are calculated based 
on RMSPE limits.  These measurement zones are customizable by the user.  
RMSPE limits are selected, y-location limits are selected, and widths and 
areas are summed based on the number of cells counted that fit the selected 
criteria.  This number is converted to mm and mm2 for width and area 
measurements, respectively.  Separate files need to be produced for each 
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viewing distance.  All area and width measurements are gathered using 
RMSPE limits increasing incrementally from 0.125 D to 1.00 D in steps of 
0.125 D. 
Picture #3: 
 
 
Picture #3: Distance RMSPE data from one-half of a lens - only one half can be displayed at a 
time (note: zoom is only at 10%).  The green color is set to highlight cells (lens locations) 
which contain RMSPE values of 0.25 D or less.  The red color is set for cells containing RMSPE 
values of 1.50 D or greater.  The yellow cells are all the values in between 0.25 D and 1.5 D.  
Cell coloring provides a basic version of a RMSPE contour plot which is useful for checking 
data. 
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Picture #4: 
 
 
 
Picture #4:  The same file as Picture #3 shown at 100% zoom.  Each cell contains an RMS 
blur value.  The bold values were measured directly.  All other values result from linear 
interpolation. 
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Picture #5: 
 
 
 
Pictured #5: An intermediate RMSPE data file from one lens.  The cell coloring is set at the 
same limits as described for the distance file (Pictures #3 and #4). 
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Picture #6: 
 
 
Picture #6: A near RMSPE data file with the same coloring scheme described in the previous 
examples (pictures 3-5). 
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Distance Zone Measurements: 
Distance zone width measurements are taken at the fitting cross.  This 
represents the width of clear distance vision with the eyes in straight ahead 
position.  Distance area measurements are gathered at a range from 1.5 mm 
above the fitting cross (y=1.5) to 4.0 mm below the fitting cross (y=-4.0) 
(Figure 5). 
Figure 5: 
 
Figure #5:  The location of distance zone measurements.  The blue line indicates the 
location of the distance zone width measurements—at the fitting cross.  Distance zone 
areas are measured between the two yellow lines.  The x- and y-axes designate the 
location on the lens in mm.  Contour lines represent 0.25 D distance RMSPE steps. 
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Intermediate Zone Measurements: 
Intermediate zone widths are measured at the minimum occurrence of 
intermediate RMSPE.  The vertical location of this measurement varies 
according to the specific lens design.  Intermediate areas are measured 
within a range of 5.0 mm above and 5.0 mm below the minimum occurrence 
of RMSPE blur (Figure 6).   
Figure 6: 
 
Figure #6:  The location of intermediate zone measurements.  The blue line indicates 
the location of the intermediate zone width measurements; this location will vary 
according to the minimum intermediate RMSPE value on the lens of interest.  
Intermediate zone areas are measured between the two yellow lines.  x- and y-axes 
designate the location on the lens in mm.  Contour lines represent 0.125 D 
intermediate RMSPE steps. 
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Near Zone Measurements: 
In this study, the first appearance of the near zone is defined as the 
first occurrence of 0.25 D near RMSPE along the vertical midline.  Near zone 
widths are measured at 2.0 mm below the first appearance of the near zone.  
Near zone areas are measured for fitting heights of 14 mm, 16 mm, 18 mm, 
and 20 mm.  These areas are calculated from the fitting cross (arbitrary 
upper limit) to 2.0 mm above the fitting height.  The additional 2 mm is to 
account for a combination of factors: (1) 0.5 mm extension of the lens into 
the frame bevel, and (2) 1.5 mm to account for the mid-pupil location for a 
person with a 3.0 mm pupil. 
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Figure 7: 
 
Figure #7:  The location of near zone measurements.  The blue line indicates the 
location of the near zone width measurements—at 2.0 mm below the first occurrence 
of the near zone.  Near zone areas are measured between the two yellow lines; This 
range varies depending on the fitting height measurement.  The x- and y-axes 
designate the location on the lens in mm.  Contour lines represent 0.25 D near RMSPE 
steps. 
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Results 
Lens designs have been alphabetically coded to reduce bias during the 
development of lens category criteria.  Lens E has been removed from the 
study because discrepancies exist between the measurement files for this 
lens design.  The other 22 lens designs remain. 
 
Distance Zone Measurements: 
 Figure 8 reports distance zone width measurements limited by 0.50 D 
distance RMSPE.  Distance zone widths range from 6 mm to 18 mm.  Figure 
9 reports distance zone area measurements limited by 0.50 D distance 
RMSPE.  The range of distance zone area values is 20 mm2 to 80 mm2.   
Figure #8: 
 
 
Figure #8:  Distance zone width measurements for each lens design reported in mm.  Widths 
are measured at the fitting cross and limited by 0.50 D distance RMSPE. 
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Table #1: Distance Zone Width Measurements  
Lens Design 
Width of dist. zone in 
mm (limited at 0.5 D 
RMS) SD 
P 6.19 1.24 
D 6.71 1.98 
C 7.52 2.34 
N 7.80 1.18 
I 8.50 1.48 
L 8.56 2.13 
A 8.97 1.41 
H 9.93 1.13 
M 10.18 1.47 
F 10.32 1.89 
R 10.50 1.07 
J 11.14 2.10 
S 11.34 4.92 
K 11.39 2.56 
V 11.75 1.35 
B 12.13 1.58 
Q 12.35 1.69 
O 12.40 2.30 
U 14.11 1.90 
W 14.96 3.12 
T 16.04 2.31 
G 17.94 1.86 
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Figure #9: 
 
Figure #9:  Distance zone area measurements for each lens design reported in mm2.  Areas 
are measured within a range from 1.5 mm above the fitting cross to 4.0 mm below the fitting 
cross, and limited by 0.50 D distance RMSPE. 
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Table #2: Distance Zone Area Measurements 
Lens Design 
Area in mm2 
(0.5 D RMSPE 
limit) SD 
P 21.09 5.78 
D 23.61 9.04 
C 27.12 10.62 
N 29.03 6.23 
I 30.29 6.56 
L 31.39 10.83 
A 34.28 7.13 
F 39.41 8.77 
M 40.36 7.86 
H 40.50 5.70 
R 42.60 6.39 
J 44.79 11.23 
K 45.26 11.98 
S 47.12 20.47 
Q 49.74 9.09 
O 49.76 12.20 
V 49.99 6.69 
B 51.10 7.99 
U 55.77 8.86 
W 63.20 14.37 
T 67.20 10.09 
G 78.19 9.36 
 
 
 
 
Intermediate Zone Measurements: 
 Figure 10 reports the vertical location (y-value) of the minimum 
intermediate RMSPE in mm from the fitting cross.  These values range from 
12 mm to 5.5 mm.  Figure 11 reports the intermediate zone width 
measurements limited by 0.50 D intermediate RMSPE.  Intermediate zone 
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widths range from 5 mm to 12 mm; although, most measurements fit within 
a narrower range of 6 mm to 8 mm.  Figure 12 reports the intermediate zone 
areas limited by 0.50 D intermediate RMSPE.  These values range from 6 
mm2 to 16 mm2. 
Figure #10: 
 
Figure #10:  Location of minimum intermediate RMSPE for each lens design reported in mm 
below the fitting cross. 
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Table 3: Location of Minimum Intermediate RMSPE Measurements  
Lens 
Min Int RMSPE (in 
mm below FC) SD 
P 5.70 0.34 
I 5.81 0.53 
F 6.01 0.49 
D 6.03 0.73 
L 6.07 1.30 
A 6.34 0.58 
C 6.80 1.45 
N 6.86 0.47 
J 6.95 0.50 
S 7.07 1.24 
H 7.14 0.40 
O 7.19 0.71 
R 7.26 0.43 
M 7.42 0.51 
U 7.47 0.46 
Q 7.49 0.43 
K 7.63 0.77 
B 8.03 0.48 
T 8.03 0.35 
V 8.36 0.31 
W 8.85 0.53 
G 9.09 0.41 
E 10.96 0.74 
P 5.70 0.34 
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Figure #11: 
 
Figure #11:  Intermediate zone width measurements for each lens design reported in mm.  
Widths are measured at the location of the minimum intermediate RMSPE and limited by 0.50 
D intermediate RMSPE. 
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Table 4: Intermediate Zone Width Measurements  
Lens Design 
Intermediate 
Zone Width in 
mm (0.5D 
RMSPE limit) SD 
H 5.56 0.11 
P 5.79 0.29 
G 6.03 0.20 
M 6.05 0.38 
F 6.15 0.24 
N 6.20 0.17 
T 6.20 0.19 
U 6.26 0.40 
K 6.44 0.29 
S 6.44 0.57 
B 6.49 0.59 
J 6.73 0.39 
R 6.79 0.28 
W 6.80 0.30 
V 6.83 0.87 
Q 6.95 0.28 
O 7.04 0.28 
L 7.56 1.15 
D 7.94 0.38 
I 8.16 1.05 
C 8.38 1.24 
A 11.73 1.50 
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Figure #12: 
 
 
Figure #12:  Intermediate zone area measurements for each lens design reported 
in mm2.  Intermediate areas are measured within a range from 5.0 mm above and 
5.0 mm below the location of minimum intermediate RMSPE.  Area measurements 
are limited by 0.50 D intermediate RMSPE. 
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Table 5: Intermediate Zone Area Measurements 
   
Lens Design 
Intermediate Area in 
mm2 (0.5D limit) SD 
D 6.05 0.63 
M 6.22 0.77 
H 6.37 0.52 
B 6.72 0.61 
J 7.10 2.55 
P 7.33 0.39 
T 8.19 0.55 
I 8.30 0.97 
O 8.51 0.39 
G 9.03 0.68 
S 9.04 4.84 
C 9.11 0.77 
R 9.26 0.75 
F 9.56 1.10 
U 10.16 1.47 
L 10.18 1.71 
N 10.40 0.54 
Q 10.65 0.53 
V 11.08 1.67 
W 11.22 1.37 
A 12.54 1.17 
K 15.92 5.27 
 
  
 
 
Near Zone Measurements and Minimum Fitting Heights: 
 Figure 13 reports the first appearance of the near zone in mm from 
the fitting cross.  The first appearance of the near zone is defined as the first 
occurrence of 0.25 D near RMSPE along the vertical midline.  These values 
range from 10 mm to 15 mm below the fitting cross.  Figure 14 reports the 
near zone widths, measured 2.00 mm below the first appearance of the near 
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zone.  The reported widths are limited to 0.50 D near RMSPE.  Near zone 
widths range from 7.5 mm to 11 mm.  Figure 15 reports the near zone areas 
limited to 0.50 D near RMSPE.  Near zone areas range from 49 mm2 to 104 
mm2.  Figure 16 reports the measured recommended fitting height compared 
to the manufacturer recommended fitting height.  The average difference 
between the first appearance of the near zone and the manufacturer 
specified fitting height is 4.5 mm; this value is used to determine the 
measured recommended fitting height.  The measured recommended fitting 
height is defined as 4.5 mm below the first occurrence of the near zone.  The 
measured recommended minimum fitting heights reported in this study are, 
on average, similar to the manufacturer recommended minimum fitting 
heights. 
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Figure #13: 
 
Figure #13:  The First appearance of the near zone for each lens design reported in mm from 
the fitting cross.  The first appearance of the near zone is defined as the first occurrence of 
0.25 D near RMSPE along the vertical midline. 
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Table 6:  First Appearance of 0.25 D Near RMSPE Measurements 
 
Lens Design 
Add - level of first 
appearance in mm 
from FC SD 
V 15.15 0.67 
W 14.91 0.69 
Q 14.21 1.24 
G 14.09 0.77 
C 13.76 2.33 
O 13.75 2.31 
K 13.45 0.80 
M 13.34 0.79 
B 13.26 0.74 
R 13.02 0.76 
U 13.02 0.88 
T 12.91 0.45 
J 12.46 1.05 
N 12.30 0.39 
D 12.20 1.12 
S 12.07 1.64 
H 11.92 0.47 
L 11.17 1.67 
A 11.15 0.78 
F 11.11 0.81 
I 10.83 0.58 
P 10.34 0.41 
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Figure #14: 
 
Figure #14:  Near zone width measurements for each lens design reported in mm.  Near zone 
widths are measured 2.0 mm below the first occurrence of the near zone, and limited by 0.50 
D near RMSPE. 
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Table 8: Near Zone Width Measurements 
 
Lens 
Near Zone Width 
in mm (@ 2mm 
below first 
appearance of 
0.25RMS) SD 
P 9.65 0.38 
A 9.83 0.62 
I 10.58 0.56 
F 10.72 0.58 
L 10.75 1.00 
T 10.78 0.24 
J 10.83 0.65 
C 11.31 1.51 
D 11.38 0.63 
O 11.38 0.87 
S 11.44 1.12 
U 11.48 0.44 
B 11.60 0.32 
W 11.68 0.33 
G 11.78 0.76 
Q 11.80 0.57 
V 11.98 2.71 
R 12.47 0.51 
K 12.53 0.48 
M 12.65 0.34 
H 12.75 0.37 
N 13.00 0.30 
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Figure #15: 
 
Figure #15:  Near zone area measurements for each lens design reported in mm2.  Near zone 
areas are measured within a range from the fitting cross to 2.0 mm above the measured 
fitting height.  Near zone area measurements are limited by 0.50 D near RMSPE. 
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Table 9:  Near Zone Area Measurements (all values in mm2) 
 
Lens Design 
       
FH14 FH16 FH20 sd14 sd16 sd20 
V 1.72 12.23 48.71 2.00 9.70 22.02 
W 0.84 14.03 57.56 1.17 5.14 7.40 
G 1.83 17.27 64.15 2.11 3.42 5.03 
Q 6.06 23.50 71.24 2.98 3.92 5.89 
T 8.42 25.95 73.22 2.65 3.30 4.19 
B 7.72 25.84 75.27 3.82 5.32 8.02 
C 13.65 30.81 76.60 9.61 16.54 27.76 
U 9.47 27.61 77.99 3.98 6.36 9.06 
O 10.46 28.75 78.61 5.75 7.13 10.05 
K 8.92 27.65 80.13 4.69 7.69 11.48 
M 10.18 29.66 82.82 4.38 7.31 10.87 
J 15.65 34.62 84.01 5.43 6.51 8.59 
R 12.32 32.61 86.99 4.78 6.11 8.71 
A 21.03 40.63 91.85 4.49 5.28 7.65 
D 21.06 42.00 92.57 7.64 9.01 11.12 
P 27.36 48.01 99.57 2.93 3.47 4.86 
N 18.10 40.78 99.99 3.66 4.56 6.00 
L 22.87 44.28 101.26 10.30 13.48 17.83 
F 24.90 46.26 101.36 4.18 4.97 6.78 
S 30.33 49.33 101.83 42.81 41.68 41.22 
H 18.98 42.01 101.93 3.69 4.70 6.98 
I 24.85 46.81 104.02 4.42 5.37 7.28 
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Figure#16:
Figure #16:  A comparison of measured fitting heights (filled boxes) vs. manufactured 
suggested fitting heights (open boxes) reported in mm.  
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Table 7: Fitting Height Measurements  
 
Lens  
Design 
Measured Rec.  
FH (mm from FC) 
Manufacturer Rec. 
FH (mm from FC) 
P 14.9 14 
I 15.4 18 
F 15.7 14 
A 15.7 15 
L 15.7 17 
H 16.5 16 
S 16.6 17 
D 16.8 17 
N 16.9 18 
J 17.0 17 
T 17.5 18 
R 17.6 18 
U 17.6 18 
B 17.8 18 
M 17.9 17 
K 18.0 20 
O 18.3 18 
C 18.3 20 
G 18.7 19 
Q 18.8 18 
W 19.5 18 
V 19.7 16 
 
Unwanted Astigmatism: 
 In Figure 17 the maximum amount of astigmatism is reported.  These 
values are unchanged from the previous study.  It has been shown that the 
maximum amount of astigmatism on the lens correlates highly with the 
amount of astigmatism elsewhere on the lens.11  
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Figure #17: 
 
Figure #17:  The highest magnitude of unwanted astigmatism for each lens. 
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Table 10:  Highest Magnitude of Unwanted Astigmatism  
Lens Design 
Unwanted 
Astigmatism (D) sd 
A 1.74 0.06 
B 1.73 0.04 
C 1.92 0.30 
D 1.79 0.07 
F 2.05 0.05 
G 1.92 0.05 
H 1.88 0.03 
I 1.99 0.05 
J 1.91 0.07 
K 2.05 0.05 
L 2.06 0.16 
M 1.75 0.05 
N 1.91 0.04 
O 2.11 0.09 
P 1.93 0.07 
Q 1.98 0.05 
R 1.64 0.03 
S 1.79 0.11 
T 2.10 0.04 
U 1.97 0.05 
V 1.73 0.06 
W 2.04 0.04 
 
 
 
Comparison of Zone Measurements with Previous Data: 
 
Note: the comparison graphs used in this section plot the previous data on 
the X-axis, and the RMSPE data on the Y-axis.  Each data point represents 
one anonymous lens design.  Important features in these graphs are 
correlations (indicated by R2 values) and variations in the axis range.   
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Distance zone: 
In Figure 18, the previous distance zone width results11 are compared 
to RMSPE measurements of distance zone width.  A linear trend line 
(R2=0.753) is added to quantitatively demonstrate the strength of the data 
correlation.  In the previous data, the distance zone widths were measured 
at the fitting cross and limited by 0.25 D sphere and 0.50 D cylinder.  Figure 
19 compares previous distance zone area measurements to RMSPE 
measurements of distance zone areas.  Previous distance zone areas were 
measured below 1.5 mm above the fitting cross and limited by 0.25 D sphere 
and 0.50 D cylinder.   Figure 19 reports a correlation of R2=0.673.   
 
Figure #18: 
 
Figure 18:  Previous distance zone width measurements (x-axis) vs. RMSPE distance zone 
width measurements (y-axis) reported in mm (R2=0.753).  Each data point represents a single 
lens design. 
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Figure #19: 
 
Figure 19:  Previous distance zone area measurements (x-axis) vs. RMSPE distance zone area 
measurements (y-axis) reported in mm2 (R2=0.673).  Each data point represents a single lens 
design.  
 
 
Intermediate zone: 
Figure 20 compares previous intermediate zone width measurements to 
RMSPE measurements of intermediate zone width.  Previous intermediate 
zone widths were measured at the first occurrence of +1.25 D add power and 
limited by 0.50 D cylinder.  Figure 21 compares previous intermediate zone 
area measurements to RMSPE measurements of intermediate zone area.  
Previous intermediate zone areas were constrained by add amounts of +0.75 
D to +1.50 D and 0.50 D cylinder. 
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Figure #20: 
 
Figure 20:  Previous intermediate zone width measurements (x-axis) vs. RMSPE intermediate 
zone width measurements (y-axis) reported in mm (R2=0.006).  Each data point represents a 
single lens design.  
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Figure #21: 
 
 
Figure 21:  Previous intermediate zone area measurements (x-axis) vs. RMSPE intermediate 
zone area measurements (y-axis) reported in mm2 (R2=0.016).  Each data point represents a 
single lens design.  
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Near Zone 
Figure 22 compares previous measurements of the first appearance of the 
near zone to the RMSPE measurements.  In the previous data the first 
appearance of add was defined as the first occurrence of +1.75 D.  Figure 22 
reports a correlation of R2=0.910.  Figure 23 compares previous near zone 
area measurements (fitting height 18) to RMSPE measurements of near zone 
areas (fitting height 18).  In the previous study, near zone areas were 
constrained to have more than +1.75 D add and less than 0.50 D cylinder.  
Figure 23 reports a correlation of R2=0.767.  Figure 24 is a comparison of 
near zone widths.  Previous near zone widths were the widest measured 
width values within the constraints of more than +1.75 D add and less than 
0.50 D cylinder.  Figure 24 reports a correlation of R2=0.0224. 
Figure#22: 
 
Figure 22:  Previous measurements of the first appearance of the near zone (x-axis) vs. 
RMSPE measurements of the first appearance of the near zone (y-axis) reported in mm from 
the fitting cross (R2=0.910).  Each data point represents a single lens design.  
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Figure #23: 
 
Figure 23:  Previous fitting height 18 near zone area measurements (x-axis) vs. RMSPE fitting 
height 18 near zone area measurements (y-axis) reported in mm2 (R2=0.767).  Each data 
point represents a single lens design.  
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Figure#24: 
 
Figure 24:  Previous near zone width measurements (x-axis) vs. RMSPE near zone width 
measurements (y-axis) reported in mm (R2=0.022).  Each data point represents a single lens 
design.  
 
 
Lens Ratings and Categories: 
 Ratings are derived for distance, intermediate and near zones (FH 14, 
16, 18, and 20).  The widths and areas for each zone are converted to a 0-
100 scale—zero corresponding to the lowest measured value, and 100 
corresponding to the largest measured value.  Width ratings and area ratings 
are combined using the following formula:  (1/2)(zone width rating) + 
(1/2)(zone area rating)= combined rating value.  Combined rating values for 
each zone are included in Table 11.  Table 12 reports ratings for lowest 
unwanted astigmatism.  When converting the astigmatism measurements to 
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a 0-100 scale, the lens with the highest astigmatism is assigned zero and the 
lens with the lowest astigmatism is assigned 100.  Table 13 reports the 
ratings for minimum fitting height.  For the development of the minimum 
fitting height rating, the lens with the shortest average distance to the near 
zone from the fitting cross is assigned 100, and the lens with the furthest 
average distance to the near zone is assigned zero. 
Table 11: 
 
Table 11a: Near Zone Ratings 
Lens 
Design 
Near FH14 
Combined Rating 
Near FH16  
combined Rating 
Near FH18 
Combined 
Rating 
Near FH20 
combined 
Rating 
A 37.0 41.1 42.4 41.8 
B 40.8 47.5 51.1 53.2 
C 46.5 49.8 50.0 50.0 
D 60.0 65.9 66.8 65.4 
F 56.8 61.8 63.7 63.6 
G 33.5 38.6 42.4 45.7 
H 77.0 86.3 91.8 94.3 
I 54.7 60.6 64.0 64.0 
J 42.8 47.9 49.4 49.6 
K 56.7 63.7 68.4 71.4 
L 53.8 59.6 63.4 63.9 
M 60.5 68.2 72.9 75.5 
N 79.3 88.5 93.9 96.4 
O 42.1 48.0 50.8 52.8 
P 45.0 48.2 48.1 46.0 
Q 41.0 47.3 50.4 52.5 
R 61.5 69.5 73.9 76.6 
S 76.7 76.7 75.9 74.7 
T 29.7 35.3 37.8 39.0 
U 41.9 48.0 51.4 53.8 
V 36.2 34.7 34.7 34.7 
W 30.2 32.7 35.8 38.2 
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Table 11b:  Intermediate Zone Ratings  
Lens Design 
Intermediate Zone 
Combined Rating 
A 82.9 
B 10.9 
C 38.3 
D 19.3 
F 22.5 
G 18.9 
H 1.6 
I 32.4 
J 14.8 
K 57.1 
L 37.2 
M 4.8 
N 27.2 
O 24.5 
P 8.3 
Q 34.5 
R 26.2 
S 22.2 
T 16.0 
U 26.5 
V 35.8 
W 36.3 
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Table 11c: Distance Zone Ratings  
Lens Design 
Distance Zone 
Combined Rating 
A 23.4 
B 51.5 
C 11.0 
D 4.4 
F 33.6 
G 100.0 
H 32.9 
I 17.9 
J 41.8 
K 43.3 
L 19.1 
M 33.8 
N 13.8 
O 51.5 
P 0.0 
Q 51.3 
R 37.2 
S 44.7 
T 82.3 
U 64.1 
V 49.0 
W 74.2 
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Table 12: Astigmatism Ratings  
Lens Design Unwanted Astigmatism Rating 
A 79.2 
B 80.9 
C 40.4 
D 68.8 
F 12.5 
G 40.5 
H 48.7 
I 26.5 
J 43.5 
K 13.4 
L 11.6 
M 76.6 
N 42.8 
O 0.0 
P 38.1 
Q 27.0 
R 100.0 
S 68.2 
T 2.4 
U 30.8 
V 80.1 
W 15.2 
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Table 13: Minimum Fitting Height Ratings  
Lens Design 
Rating of Minimum Fitting 
Height 
A 83.3 
B 39.3 
C 28.9 
D 61.4 
F 83.9 
G 21.9 
H 67.2 
I 89.8 
J 56.0 
K 35.4 
L 82.9 
M 37.5 
N 59.2 
O 29.1 
P 100.0 
Q 19.5 
R 44.3 
S 64.0 
T 46.6 
U 44.3 
V 0.0 
W 5.0 
 
 Using the ratings, lens categories are developed (Table 14).  The 
categories include all lenses that are equal to or greater than the average 
rating of all lenses plus 1/4 times the standard deviation.  Some categories 
represent a combination of multiple ratings; for example, the general lens 
category is based on an equal weighting of the distance, intermediate and 
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near zone ratings.  All lens designs and the categories that they qualify are 
reported (Table 15). 
Table 14: 
Table 14a: 
Distance Zone Category 
B 
G 
O 
Q 
T 
U 
V 
W 
Table 14b: 
Intermediate Zone Category 
A 
C 
I 
K 
L 
Q 
V 
W 
 
Table 14c: 
Near Zone 
Category FH14 
Near Zone 
Category FH16 
Near Zone 
Category FH18 
Near Zone 
Category FH20 
Q D D D 
B F F F 
K H H H 
U I I I 
O K K K 
C L L L 
J M M M 
D N N N 
L R R R 
  S S S 
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Table 14d:  
General Category (1/3) Distance + (1/3) intermediate + (1/3) near FH18 
General Category 
A 
G 
K 
N 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
W 
 
Table 14e: 
General w/ Distance Preference Category (6/8) Distance + (1/8) intermediate + 
(1/8) near FH18 
General w/ Distance 
Preference Category 
B 
G 
K 
O 
Q 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
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Table 14f: 
General w/ Near Preference Category (1/8) Distance + (1/8) intermediate + (6/8) 
near FH 18 
General w/ Near 
Preference Category 
H 
K 
M 
N 
R 
S 
 
Table 14g: 
General w/ Short FH Near Preference Category (1/8) Distance + (1/8) intermediate 
+ (6/8) near FH 14 
General w/ Short FH Near 
Preference Category 
F 
H 
K 
M 
N 
R 
S 
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Table 14h: 
General w/ Intermediate Preference Category (1/8) Distance + (6/8) intermediate + 
(1/8) near FH 18 
General w/ 
Intermediate 
Preference Category 
A 
C 
K 
L 
Q 
V 
W 
 
Table 14i: 
Lowest Unwanted 
Astigmatism Category 
A 
B 
D 
M 
R 
S 
V 
 
Table 14j: 
Minimum Fitting Height 
Category 
A 
D 
F 
H 
I 
L 
N 
P 
S 
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A x x x x x
B x x x x
C x x x
D x x x x x x
F x x x x x
G x x x
H x x x x x x
I x x x x x
J x
K x x x x x x x x x x
L x x x x x x x
M x x x x x x
N x x x x x x x
O x x x
P x
Q x x x x x x
R x x x x x x x
S x x x x x x x x x
T x x x
U x x x x
V x x x x x
W x x x x x  
 
Softness measurements: 
The previous study11 did not include an index measurement of lens 
softness.  This study has investigated development of a softness metric by 
measuring the rate at which zone size (width or area) increases as a function 
of increasing the RMSPE value that defines that width or area.  Figure 25 
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shows graphs of this softness measure obtained for 4 different lens designs.  
These 4 lenses are presented to represent the range of values for the 
softness metric.  Each graph in Figure 25 represents a single lens design.  
The first two graphs describe distance zone areas, and the latter two graphs 
describe near zone areas of the lens.  The progression of the distance zone 
area follows a linear relationship as the RMSPE limits increase, whereas the 
near zone area more closely follows a parabolic relationship. 
 
Figure #25: 
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Figure 25:  Examples of softness measurements for 4 lens designs.  The top two graphs 
represent distance zones and the bottom two graphs represent near zones.  For each lens, 
zone measurements are determined for incremental RMSPE limits (0.125 D-1.00 D in 0.125 D 
intervals) and reported graphically.  Trend lines are added based on the curve fit that yielded 
the best R2 value. 
 
 
As shown in Figure 25, increasing the RMSPE limit increases the measured 
lens area.  The slope of the resulting function varies across lens designs.  A 
steep slope indicates that the area increases quickly as the RMSPE limit 
increases.  Presumably, steep slopes indicate a softer design whereas flat 
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slopes indicate a harder design.  Figure 26 includes softness graphs for 
several lens designs plotted together for distance (a) and near (b) viewing 
zones.  The data are fitted with smooth curves for visualization of the slopes. 
 
Figure 26a:  
 
Figure 26a:  Distance zone area softness curves plotted with 10 different lens designs. For 
each lens, zone measurements are determined for incremental RMSPE limits (0.125 D-1.00 D 
in 0.125 D intervals).  Color coded smooth curves are fitted for better visualization of the 
slopes. 
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Figure 26b:  
 
 
Figure 26b:  Near zone area softness curves plotted with 7 different lens designs. For each 
lens, zone measurements are determined for incremental RMSPE limits (0.125 D-1.00 D in 
0.125 D intervals).  Color coded smooth curves are fitted for better visualization of the slopes. 
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Discussion 
 
Categorization of Lens Designs: 
In the results section, scale ranges are reported for Figures #8-17.  
These figures show large ranges in the optical properties of various PAL 
designs.  These optical differences between PAL designs are not used to 
differentiate PALs in the marketplace.  The objective of this research is to 
develop the most justifiable approach to organize and report these 
measurements for the utility of opticians and optometrists.  Previous studies 
report numerical rankings based on optical measurements.10, 11 This approach 
is potentially misleading if too much weight is placed on small numerical 
differences.  For this reason, numerical rankings are not reported in future 
this study.  Instead, measurements are used to establish categories for 
which particular lenses are qualified based upon their individual optics.  
These categories do not list the lenses by their specific measurement values, 
but rather group the designs to highlight advantageous optical traits.  
Categories are developed with the intention of being inclusive, so small 
numeric differences are not too heavily weighted.  Every lens design in this 
study is included in at least one category. 
These categories serve as a starting point, or guide toward matching a 
lens design for the specific visual needs of the patient.  Lens prescribers are 
encouraged to select categories based on the visual demands of their patient.  
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Lens selections within categories should be based on experience, subjective 
patient responses, and, eventually, wearer preference trials.  Until they have 
been more formally validated, the organization of the categories is 
tentative—effectiveness should be studied, and adjustments made 
accordingly.   
 
Iso-Blur Contour Plots: 
Shown below are iso-blur contour plots of the lens designs included in 
this study.  These plots report the RMSPE values calculated for each lens.  
Next to each lens listing are the categories for which the design qualifies.  
Note: for each lens, three different incoming vergences are represented 
(distance @ infinity, intermediate @ 66 cm, and near @ 40 cm in order from 
left to right).  The darker portions of the plot indicate larger RMSPE values, 
or a higher amount of blur relative to the specific viewing distance. 
 
Lens Design A—intermediate zone, lowest unwanted astigmatism, general, 
general w/ intermediate, minimum fitting height 
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Lens Design B—near zone FH 14, distance zone, lowest unwanted 
astigmatism, general w/ distance preference 
 
 
 
Lens Design C—near zone FH14, intermediate zone, general w/ 
intermediate preference 
Lens Design D—near zone FH14 FH16 FH18 FH20, lowest unwanted 
astigmatism, minimum fitting height 
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Lens Design F—near zone FH16 FH18 FH20, general w/ short FH near 
preference, minimum fitting height 
 
Lens Design G—distance zone, general, general w/ distance preference, 
 
Lens Design H—near zone FH16 FH18 FH 20, general w/ near preference, 
general w/ short FH near preference, minimum fitting height 
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Lens Design I—near zone FH16 FH18 FH20, intermediate zone, minimum 
fitting height 
Lens Design J—near zone FH14 
Lens Design K—near zone FH14 FH16 FH18 FH20, intermediate zone, 
general, general w/ distance preference, general w/ intermediate preference, 
general w/ near preference, general w/ near short FH preference 
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Lens Design L—near zone FH14 FH16 FH18 FH20, intermediate zone, 
general w/ intermediate preference, minimum fitting height 
 
Lens Design M—near zone FH16 FH18 FH20, lowest unwanted astigmatism, 
general w/ near preference, general w/ short FH near preference 
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Lens Design N—near zone FH16 FH18 FH20, general, general w/ near 
preference, general w/ short FH near preference, minimum fitting height 
 
Lens Design O—near zone FH14, distance zone, general w/ distance 
preference 
 
Lens Design P—minimum fitting height 
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Lens Design Q—near zone FH14, intermediate zone, distance zone, general, 
general w/ distance preference, general w/ intermediate preference 
 
Lens Design R—near zone FH16 FH18 FH20, lowest unwanted astigmatism, 
general, general w/ near preference, general w/ short FH near preference 
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Lens Design S—near zone FH16 FH18 FH20, lowest unwanted astigmatism, 
general, general w/ distance preference, general w/ near preference, general 
w/ short FH near preference, minimum fitting height 
 
Lens Design T—distance zone, general, general w/ distance preference,  
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Lens Design U—near zone FH14, distance zone, general, general w/ 
distance preference,  
 
Lens Design V—intermediate zone, distance zone, lowest unwanted 
astigmatism, general w/ distance preference, general w/ intermediate 
preference 
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Lens Design W—intermediate zone, distance zone, general, general w/ 
distance preference, general w/ intermediate preference 
 
 
 
Lens Categories—Clinical Tool: 
Table 15 reports all lens designs and the categories they qualify.  For 
the purposes of prescribing PALs in a clinical setting this table is condensed, 
and the categories are described for clinical practicality. 
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J
O x x
B x x x
U x x x
C
Q x x x
D x x x
L x x
K x x x x
I x x
F x x x
H x x x
M x x x
N x x x x
R x x x x
S x x x x x x
A x x x
W x x x
V x x x
G x x x
T x x x
P x  
Near Weighted — For wearers who perform mostly near work 
Distance Weighted — For wearers who perform mostly distant work 
Low Distortion — For wearers who are sensitive to peripheral distortion 
(ex. eye movers, wearers with a strong Rx) 
General — For wearers whose visual needs do not bias distant or near work  
General w/ Distance Preference — For wearers who perform slightly  
more distant work than near work 
General w/ Near Preference — For wearers who perform slightly more  
near work than distant work 
Minimum Fitting Height — For wearers who choose minimalist frame  
designs 
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Comparison to Previous Data: 
 The data comparison section provides a basic understanding of the 
differences between the previous and current characterization approaches.  
Conclusions from this analysis are based on qualitative observations.  When 
comparing the RMSPE data to the previous study, the most general 
observation is that some of the measurements correlate very well, while 
others do not.  Many of these differences are related to methodological 
changes in the analysis of viewing zones, but others are generated by the 
differences between RMSPE versus sphere and cylinder values. 
 Comparisons of the distance zones most directly demonstrate the 
variation in RMSPE vs. previous data because the methods for measuring the 
distance zone widths and areas are maintained.  Correlations are reported 
between the previous and RMSPE data for both distance zone width and area 
measurements (Figures 18 and 19).  Differences between RMSPE and 
sphere/cylinder data are explained by the deviation from a one to one 
(R2=1.0) correlation.  Figure 19 shows the RMSPE distance zone 
measurements ranging from 20 mm2 to 80 mm2, while the previous data 
span from 15 mm2 to 60 mm2.  Larger measurements are reported for the 
RMSPE data indicating that RMSPE is a more inclusive criterion than the 
previous measurements. 
 No correlation is reported between previous intermediate zone 
measurements and RMSPE intermediate zone measurements (Figures 20 and 
21); this is due to changes in methodology between the two approaches.  
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Previous intermediate zone widths were measured at the first occurrence of 
+1.25 D add power and limited by 0.50 D cylinder.  RMSPE intermediate 
zone widths are measured at the minimum occurrence of intermediate 
RMSPE and limited by 0.50 D RMSPE.  The results are measurements at two 
different vertical locations.  Along the PAL vertex line, gradual lens 
steepening causes a changing intermediate zone; consequently, intermediate 
measurements are sensitive to minor differences in the vertical axis (y-axis).  
Since the measurements are defined at different vertical locations, there is 
no correlation between them. 
 Near zone height comparison reports the highest correlation.  
Methodologically these measurements are similar: the first appearance of 
+1.75 D sphere versus the first appearance of 0.25 D near RMSPE.  Although 
these two measurements vary in vertical location, correlation remains 
because no width or area measurements are being compared at the two 
locations.  The near zone width comparison reports no correlation.  The 
previous study measured the largest near width constrained by greater than 
+1.75 DS and less than 0.50 DC; in most cases the largest width will occur 
at the very bottom of the lens since the near zones tend to get wider moving 
inferiorly.  In the current study, the near zone width is measured 2 mm 
below the first appearance of the near zone.  Similar to the intermediate 
zone measurements, the near zone widths are compared at two different 
vertical locations along the changing PAL corridor; thus, no correlation is 
reported.  Unlike the near zone width measurements, a correlation is 
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reported for the near zone area measurements.  Similar methods are used to 
develop the near zone area in the previous and the RMSPE study. 
 Overall, comparison analysis illustrates the sensitivity of zone 
measurements to changes in measurement method—highlighting the 
importance of developing sound measurement criteria.  When the 
methodology is consistent between the two measurement criteria, results are 
correlated.  There is strong relationship between these data, but more 
comprehensive analysis would be required to better understand the 
underlying differences.  Although this comparison is not exhaustive, it 
provides context to the RMSPE data and the methods of this study as it 
relates to the previous work. 
 
Softness measurements: 
 Viewing zone measurements, recommended fitting heights, and 
astigmatism ratings are the measurements used in this study to predict the 
performance of a lens, but other characteristics of the lens design also need 
to be considered.  For example, the softness of the lens design, which 
describes the power as it is distributed across the surface of the lens, might 
be an important factor in predicting a patient’s lens preference.  In an 
attempt to develop a softness metric this study measures the rate at which 
zone size (width or area) increases as a function of increasing the RMSPE 
value that defines that width or area.  Prior to analyzing this metric, it was 
hypothesized that lenses with larger measured viewing zones would tend to 
be “harder” designs, or have flatter softness slopes.  Contrarily, figures 26a 
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and 26b report similar slopes across all lens designs.  The original hypothesis 
is incorrect because (1) the power changes within viewing zones does not 
significantly differ across lens designs, or (2) the measurement gathered for 
softness does not sufficiently represent the power changes along the lens 
surface.  Due to these unexpected results, the softness metric is not used to 
develop a lens category.  This result should not be confused with the 
conclusion that softness is not an important aspect of the PAL design.  The 
iso-blur graphs in the categories section qualitatively suggest differences in 
the power distributions, but there is a need for the development of a metric 
to describe these distributions.  Previous research indicates the possibility of 
using maximum astigmatism to represent softness.12 Within a given lens 
design, a correlation was measured between zone width and astigmatism; 
this leads to the assumption that lenses with low measurements for 
maximum unwanted astigmatism are “softer” designs. 
 
Further Research and Development: 
 
 The categories presented and the methods used to develop these 
categories are subject to discussion and modification.  Complex PAL surfaces 
exhibit a wide variety of possible measurements.  This study provides 
measurement data for several locations on a PAL, but it is possible that other 
potentially useful measurements are not taken into consideration.  The 
measurement procedures in this study are customizable—allowing for 
modification of existing measurements or inclusion of additional 
measurements. 
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 There are multiple rating combinations that could be used to develop 
lens categories; the challenge is to provide only categories that will prove 
useful in a clinical setting.  Overwhelming lens care providers with too many 
measurements and choices will likely cause confusion.  The effectiveness of 
the categories and iso-blur contours should be studied with clinical trials, and 
modifications should be made accordingly. 
 An important aspect of current PAL designs is free-from manufacturing 
and individualized designs.  By incorporating the patient’s Rx into the 
individualized lens design process, manufacturers claim to better match the 
design to the intended prescription.  Exclusively comparing plano +2.00 
lenses provides an analysis of the general lens design characteristics, but 
does not address the performance of the lens at various prescriptions.  In 
order to accomplish this, PALs must be measured from the center of rotation 
of the eye.  A future study should develop a method for assessing the 
performance of individualized lens designs. 
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